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ABSTRACT 

Radiative processes strongly effect equilibrium trace gas 
concentrations both directly, through photolysis reactions, 
and indirectly through temperature and transport processes-
We have used the LLNL 2-D chemical radiative-transport 
model to investigate the net sensitivity of equilibrium ozone 
concentrations to several changes in radiative forcing. Dou
bling C 0 3 from 300 ppmv to 600 ppmv resulted in a temper
ature decrease of 5 K to 8 K in the middle stratosphere along 
with an 89c to 16% increase in ozone in the same region. Re
placing our usual shortwave scattering algorithms with a sim
plified Rayleigh algorithm ted to a 1% to 2% increase in ozone 
in the lower stratosphere. Finally, modifying our normal CO2 
cooling rates by corrections derived from line-by-line calcula
tions resulted in several regions of heating and cooling. We 
observed temperature changes on the order of 1 K to 1.5 K 
with corresponding changes of 0.5% to 1.5% in 0 3 . Our re
sults for doubled C 0 2 compare favorably with those by other 
authors. Results for our two perturbation scenarios stress the 
need for accurately modeling radiative processes while con
firming the general validity of current models. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The time and space dependent evolvement of trace gas 
concentrations within a 2-D chemistry transport mode! is 
strongly affected bv the effects atmospheric radiative processes 
have on temperatures, transport, and photolysis reactions. 
Changes to shortwave and infrared fluxes perturb model chem
istry and transport calculations via a number of interconnect
ing mechanisms. Shortwave flux densities control photolysis 
rates, directly affecting trace gas concentrations. Changes to 
either short wave or infrared fluxes perturb net heating rates, 
changing the diabatic circulation and temperature profiles cal
culated by the model. Transport changes directly change the 
latitude-altitude distribution of space and time varying trace 
gas concentrations, in turn feeding back upon radiative ab
sorption. Temperature changes perturb chemical reactions 
rates, also modifying trecc gas concentrations and feeding 
back upon radiative fluxes. 

We have investigated the net sensitivity of equilibrium 
ozone concentrations, estimated using the LLNL two-dinien 
sional chemical-radiative-transport model, for several changes 
in radiative forcing. The radiative scenarios used were chosen 
to be representative of physicallv motivated modeling con
cerns from our continuing model development, rather than 
sensitivity studies based on statistical treatment of individual 
parameter uncertainties. . 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF LLNl TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
MODEL 

The LLNL znnallv averaged two-dimensional chemical 
radiative-transport model currently determines the atmo
spheric distribuliuns nf 31 chemically active atmospheric trace 
constituents in the troposphere and stratosphere. The model 
domain extends from pole to pole, and from the ground i.» 
0.56 mb (approximately 0 to 54 km). The sine of latitude 
is used as the horizontal coordinate vt'xlh uneven increments 
corresponding to about 10 in latitude. The vortical roordi 
nate corresponds to the natural logarithm of pressure vviih 
resolution of approximately 3 km. 

Approximately 95 chemical and photorhemjral react tons 
are included in the model. Reaction rates, solar flux data, ab
sorption cross-sections, and quantum yields are based on tin' 
latest NASA panel recommendations of Demore et al. (IHK7). 
with the exception of the rate for NOj - O, which is based 
on prior recommendations. Photodissociation rates, including 
the effects of multiple scattering, are computed as a function 
of time al each zone, with optical depths consistent with cal
culated species distributions. 

The diabatic circulation for the ambient atmosphere is 
determined using net heating rates calculated in an internally 
consistent way with the derived species distributions. The 
technique for deriving the diabatic circulation is similar to 
that used by Solomon et al. (1986): the vertical velocity is 
determined from the zonally averaged residual Eulerian ther 
modvnamic equation, while the horizontal velocity is ar-ter-
mined tising the equation for mass continuity. 

The net heating rates are determined using accurate so
lar and infrared radiative models. The solar model include* 
absorption and scattering effects for C 3 . 0 2 , and NO, at ul
traviolet and visible wavelengths, and for H 2 0 , CO,, and 0 3 

in the near "nfrared. The solar mode! for visible and I'V wave 
lengths uses the Sagan and Pollack (1967) two-stream model 
to calculate reflection and transmission operators for scatter
ing of diffuse incident radiation by a single layer. Scattering 
from the solar beam is calculated for each layer using the drha-
Eddington technique (Joseph et al., 1976). Merging of indi 
vidual layers, including multiple-scattering, is accomplished 
via a flux formulation of the adding technique (Harshvardhan 
et at., 1987). The longwave emission and absorption by 0 3 . 
CO], and H 3 0 are included in the infrared submodel. 

Temperatures for the ambient atmosphere vary continu
ously, over the annual cycle, based on the reference model of 
Harnett and Corney (1985). The derived diabatic circulation 
depends strongly on the temperature distribution: bv using 
observed temperatures for the ambient atmosphere, a more 
accurate representation of the diabatic circulation can be de
rived. The model determined net radiative heating rates, and 
resulting diabatic circulation, compare well with those derived 



fr*»rn I.IMS data (Kjeh) and Solomon. 1986; Kosenfield el al. . 
19S7; Solomon et a!.. 19H6) 

Fur i he perturbed a tmosphere , a per turbat ion fur in of Lite 
thermodynamic equation is solved for the < hangcs in s i ra to 
spheric temperatures resulting frurrr changes (ft the d i s tnbu 
t ions of ozone and other radiativelv active constituents I ' l ing 
this approach, the diabal ir circulat ion is assumed tu he un 
changed in the perturbed a tmosphe re fnmi that calculated for 
the ambient . 

Turbulent edd\ t ransport is parameterized through ditlu 
sion coefficients K y v and K „ . In the current version of the 
model , a value of K,, of '1 x 1UU c m 1 s ; is assumed ai all 
s t ratospheric altitudes and la t i tudes , and values of | » i n " in 
the t roposphere , witi, a t ransi t ion region at the t ropopause 
Values of K 4 , are 1 x 1O3 r m ! s ' in the lower stratosphere, in 
creasing slowlv wiih a l t i tude based on gravitv wave modeling 
s tudies . 

The continuity equation for each individual species is 
solved using a variable l ime s tep, variable order, implicit tech 
nique for solving stiff numerical systems with strict error 
control . A lived inn terms are t reated accurately using the 
two-dimensional transport a lgor i thm of Smolarkiewicz (19H4). 
The diurnal averaged concentra t ions for eat h species at each 
/ o n e are calculated at each t ime s tep, \ r c u r a t e diurnal cal 
eolat ions are used to derive t ime -varvmg factors for each 
rhemjcal and photochemical react ion included in the diurnal 
averag-d version of the model. 

3 . R A D I A T I V E P E R T U R B A T I O N S C E N A R I O S 

As a baseline for comparison, we have used a year's sea 
sunal cvrle for a chemically ambient a tmosphere. A C*03 mix 
ing ra t io of 300 ppmv was chosen for this baseline. Although 
this is lower than the ambient C O j mixing ratios in current 
general use. if was compatible with available da ta for l»ne-bv-
line C O , coaling rates (Fels and Schwarzkopf, private commu
nicat ion. 1987). These cooling ra tes were used in deriving one 
uf HUT per turbat ion scenarios. For both the ambient and ra 
dialivelv per turhed runs described below, the 2-D model was 
run for sufficient mudel vears t ha t the ozone concentrations 
had reached steady s ta te , a p a r t from a seasonal cvcle. All 
scenarios were run for clear-skv condit ions, with seasonally 
varying, la t i tude dependent g round albedos. 

As a first radiative p e r t u r b a t i o n scenario, the LLNL 
model was run to radia t ive- t ranspor t equilibrium for doubled 
C O , (600 ppmv) . while allowing onlv stratospheric tempera-
lures in respond tn the radia t ive forcing. A second doubled 
C O ; scenario was then run in which full chemical-radiative-
t ranspor t equilibrium was allowed to occur. Since doubling 
C'O? is a relatively s t andard radia t ive per turba t ion , these sce
narios allowed comparison between the response of the LLNL 
model and the responses of o the r 2-D models. 

A third scenario was crea ted by modifying the present 
shortwave mult iple-scattering submodel to simulate the sim
pler Rayleigh mult iple-scat ter ing formulation of Luther (1980). 
Luther 's model was, unt i l recently, used in LLNL models to 
calculate photolysis ra tes . Similar models are being used in 
o the r 2-D models. In current LXNL models, we have switched 
(u the more rigorous sca t te r ing model , described above, which 
is able to treat clouds and aerosols as well as being more ac
cura te at larger zenith angles . For this scenario, the radia
t ion scattered out of a layer was approximated as the to t a l 
single-scattering ext inct ion minus the corresponding gaseous 
absorpt ion. Diffuse rad ia t ion was assumed to have an effective 
zenith angle of approximately 5 3 s , and scattered radiat ion was 
par t i t ioned equally in the forwards and backwards directions. 
Th is scenario was run without t empera tu re feedback, so the 
changes in equilibrium ozone were forced entirely by changes 
in photolysis ra tes . 

roi the final s ienarix m ibis -ludv. we added < i.rr t , 
to the dealing rates i aUula led bv the li.ngwavp submodel in 
ternal to the LLNL 2 I) ruudel These corrections were lt.,-,,,1 
on line b\ line ralrulat I'.i,-,. u lm h .in- expected (-> (;ivr .i n ^ r e 
accurate representation -A *...'ln.|j r^ies than l^ . -e WM.I . IMI . . . 
from a m band model An earln-i version of the Umgaavr ,ut. 
model used bv the LLNL 2 D model was described in Harsh 
v a r d h a n e l a l . (1987). The current version has improved * real 
rnents uf absurptiun bv C O , and doppler broadening <>f \i?l> 
in the upper s t ra tosphere i Harshvardhan. private CMmininnca 
lion, 1987). Using this improved longwave submodel we i a! 
culaied C O , cooling rates for four vertical profiles wjih corn* 
sponding line-bv line calculations of infrared roniinc rates f.-r 
300 ppmv CO, . The I wo se t , of ro.dmg rale profiles wen- ihl 
ferenced to obtain cooling ra te corrections for the MrClatrhev 
ei al. i 1972] nudlat i t i ide summer , midlatitude winter, i m p 
ical and subarctic winter profile* After averaging the iem 
perature and cooling ra te correction profiles to the l .LM « 1> 
model vt-rural ^rid. singular value demmpoMiiui] was used 
with these data to develop a linear model that related verln a I 
profiles of cooling ralf- corrections in model griM'taied tern 
perature profiles. Coninig ra te corrections generated bv it i-
Hnear model were then added u, the cowling rates ralrwla'. 'd 
bv ihe longwave submodel in the LLNL 2 D model d-mnu 
model executiun. This scenario was forced bv temperai un-
feedback to rheimral radiat ive transport equilibrium. 

4. RESULTS 

figure I shows the total ruiunui ozone as a (umn>ui >•! 
month and lati tude as calculated bv the LLNL 2 D model for 
an ambient a tmosphere with 300 ppmv C O , This distribut ion 
generally compares well with observations, although it shows 
too much total ozone in the tropics. The ozone distr ibutions 
for all the other scenarios discussed, will be relative to the 
ozone for this a tmosphere . 

In Figure 2, we show the change in temperature for 
July, resulting from doubling C O , to 600 ppmv and allowing 
only the stratospheric t empera tures lo come into radiative 
transport equilibrium (i.e. no chemistry feedback). No 
changes were made to t ropospheric or surface temperatures 
the temperature changes shown are forced only by changes 
in longwave cooling. The observed cooling increases with al 
t i tude with little la t i tudinal variation in the lower and mid
dle stratosphere. In the upper stratosphere, there is slightlv 
stronger (2 K) cooling at the winter pole and weaker rooting 
in the tropics. These results are in general agreement with 
those of Fels et at. (1980). 

In Figure 3, we show (for July) the temperature change 
and percent ozone change, resulting from doubling C O , with 
full chemistry feedback. Allowing for somewhat different lower 
boundary conditions and a change in C O , of 300 ppmv vpr 
5us 350 ppmv, these results compare closely with those of 
Brasseur and Hi lchman (1988). Our temperature changes for 
doubled C O , with chemistry feedback also compare closely 
with those reported bv Haigh (198-1). Relative to Figure 2, 
Figure 3a shows less cooling (3 K) in the upper s t ratosphere, 
except slightly greater cooling (1 K) at the winter pole. These 
changes are explained by increased infrared cooling due to in 
creased ozone, overshadowed by increased shortwave heat ing 
except at the winter pole. T h e changes in ozone in Figure 3 
are, in general ant icorrelated with the temperature changes. 
In the lower s t ra tosphere the ozone increase shows a much 
greater lat i tudinal gradient , being smallest in the tropics and 
largest at the summer pole. The ozone increase peaks a round 
45 km at 18 to 22 percent . 

Figure 4 shows the percent change in ozone for July caused 
by changing the 2-D model scat ter ing algorithm to the simple 
Rayleigh t rea tment described above. In summary, an increase 
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Fig. 1. Total ozone in Dobson units for an ambient atmo
sphere with 300 ppmv C 0 3 . 

in ozone is observed, peaking in the lower stratosphere at 1.5 
to 2.5 percent and becoming largest in the summer hemisphere 
for small solar zenith angles. This increase is attributable to a 
increase in the photolysis of 09. This case displays the impor
tance of scattering algorithm choice, even under the simplest 
clear-sky conditions. It differs from the other scenarios pre
sented here, in that it is driven solely by change in photolysis 
rates without accompanying temperature feedback. 

• ii m « • n MI 
unwov 

Fig. 3. (a) Temperature change for Julv in response to dou
bling C 0 2 with chemistry feedback fb) Ozone per 
ceni change for Julv in response to doubling CO? with 
chemislrv feedback. 

radiation package. As described above, these correction tprrm 
were generated as a function of temperature profile frmn a 
linear model based on 300 ppmv C 0 3 line-bv line calculations. 
The general features created by this correction include: slight 
warming (I K) just above the polar irnpopause. a region uf 
slight runling (1.0 tn 1.5 K) between 2(1 km tn 35 km. uarniinp 
( 0.5 K) between 35 km and 45 km, and cooling (I ii>3 K; 
above 45 km. A region of stronger cooling (greater than 3 K) 
occurs above 45 km at the winter pole. The ozone response in 
Figure 5 is anticorrelated with the temperature change, and 
of the order of one percent for each degree. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The studies described here should not be construed as 
being quantitatively predictive of errors which would be ob
tained in estimating ozone changes for chemical perturbation 
scenarios. For instance, the radiative perturbations of scenar
ios three (Figure 4} and four (Figure 5) would be expected 
to have a smaller effect on relative ozone than on absolute 
ozone concentrations. Nor are these studies in any sense com
prehensive. Rather, they form part of our ongoing process of 
studying and evaluating the sensitivity of the LLNL 2-D model 
to changes and unavoidable tradeoffs in its radiative param
eterization (e.g. the most accurate and physically correct 
radiation models are far too slow for inclusion in chemical-
radiative-transport models). However, The good agreement 
of our results for doubled COj with those for other 2-D mod
els suggests that the magnitude and form of the effects we saw 
for small radiative changes is generally valid. The response of 



Fig. 4. Perrenl ozone change for Julv in response l<» replacing 
the shortwave scattering treatment with a simplified 
Ravleigh scattering algorithm. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Temperature change for July in response to adding 
corrections to the normal COj longwave cooling rates. 
These corrections were derived using line-by-line cal
culations for 300 ppmv CO a . (b) Ozone percent 
change for July in response to adding above correc
tions. 

ozone And temperature changes to the small radiative pertur
bations of scenarios three and four, relative to the responses 
for doubled C 0 3 with chemical feedback in scenario two. pro
vide an incomplete yet valid benchmark of the magnitude of 
error in ozone concentration predictions attributable to cur
rent radiative transfer approximations. Our results stress the 
importance of accurately modeling radiative processes when 

arruraip distributions of trace gas concentrations arc required 
J hpv also jndiratp, however, that model preriirtmns for loial 
•Jinnp are nut unduU susceptible in the rea-Hinahle appruxuna 
tmns required for rompulafionallv erhViem radjaij"ii nuuU-\s 
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